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The mission of the California Commission on 

Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) is to 

continually enhance the professionalism of California 

law enforcement in serving its communities.

POST Mission Statement
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Prevailing Trends Report – June 2012 analyzes the California law enforcement 
environment through the end of this decade. This report identifies the 
trends and driving forces that will exert the greatest influence on standards 
and training, and it makes specific recommendations to meet those future 
challenges. 

The process of trend identification has been performed in-house by POST’s 
Future Vision Team, using the same methodology taught in the Law Enforcement 
Command College. The Future Vision Team is a direct result of the 2008 POST 
Strategic Planning Stakeholder Conference. It was the consensus of conference 
stakeholders that the strategic planning process would be greatly improved 
by having scientifically derived knowledge about the environment in which 
strategic plan objectives would be developed and implemented. 

The content of this report is based upon extensive analysis of “scanning hits” 
extracted from stakeholder interviews, Command College papers, and academic 
and mainstream media. Prevailing trends have been identified, and, based on 
those trends, a preferred future scenario has been developed to update the POST 
Strategic Plan. 

Clearly, the future is uncertain. However, to the extent that insights may be 
acquired and combined with creative and efficient use of resources, a preferred 
future can be attained.

Paul Cappitelli
Executive Director
Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training

Foreword
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Statement of 
Purpose

The changing nature of police work, affected by technological, social, economic, 
and operational factors, has required POST to re-frame its efforts to enhance the 
professionalism of California law enforcement. Accordingly, the POST Commission 
requested the formation of a Future Vision Team (FVT) within POST.  Since its formation 
in 2009, this team has been tasked with identifying emergent trends annually, which, in 
turn, inform the strategic planning process. 

Prevailing Trends The FVT employed the Strategic Foresight methodology (see “Methodology” p. 17) in 
reviewing the literature and surveying stakeholders. Two prevailing trends have been 
identified: 

1. Diminishing government resources, and

2. Increasing acceptance of an array of technology platforms

Diminishing government funding for law enforcement is likely to have an impact that will 
change how policing is accomplished:

 Consolidation and regionalization of agencies will accelerate.

 Sworn staff will decrease, while civilianization will increase.

 Non-sworn managers will become more common.

 Pressure to reduce operational costs will continue.

 Reliance on technology as a force multiplier will increase.

At the same time, law enforcement dependence on an increasing array of technology will 
have implications for standards and training:

 Use of technology-based or technology-assisted training will increase.

 Instructor-led distance learning

 Self-paced Internet-based learning 

 Simulation training

 Training on the use of technology to support operations will increase (e.g., analysis 
of social media).

 New technological platforms will be developed that will facilitate research.

 Technologies will be used increasingly to support law enforcement performance 
on the job (e.g., Search Warrant Writing Tool).

 Training organizations may need to evolve to serve the new technologically focused 
learner.

Executive Summary
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Summary of 
Recommendations

This report presents recommendations from the FVT that are based on analysis of 
information gathered through the futuring process. These recommendations are intended 
to help guide POST toward a preferred future. These recommendations include: 

1. Identify critical success factors that will guide modifications to POST’s operating 
strategy, as well as impact the organizational structure, processes, people, and services

 Align POST’s structure, people, processes, and rewards with critical success factors

 Lead organizational change with minimal disruption

 Optimize communication capabilities with the field and within POST

 Institute formalized quality control for training programs and course quality 
assessment of POST-certified courses 

 Leverage technology to ensure secure, continuously updated standardized tests 
and ongoing criterion-related research

2. Foster collaboration with stakeholders and public/private entities to keep POST 
current, solvent, and relevant

 Identify those political affiliations that need to be maintained, expanded, or 
established to optimize fulfillment of POST’s mission

 Partner with educational institutions and “think tanks”

 Partner with private industry, the military, and federal, state, and local agencies to 
meet the POST mission

 Collaborate with stakeholders to prioritize resources and services provided by POST

3. Improve efficiencies by adopting technologies and business practices that maximize 
POST’s resources

 Identify, procure, and maintain technology that will assist each POST bureau in 
completing its mission and functions

 Review and revise POST business processes to reduce duplication and streamline 
processes

 Consider what human resource options (e.g., expanded use of interns, volunteers, 
or other forms of cost-effective staff assistance) could be implemented/expanded 
in order to obtain the staffing and/or expertise necessary to fulfill POST’s mission, 
given diminishing funding

 Enhance knowledge management 

4. Seek alternate funding sources so that POST can fulfill its vision/mission despite 
economic challenges

 Seek grant funding to improve/expand use of technology-based training platforms

 Seek partnerships with vendors to develop and/or test promising technologies

 Work with state, federal, and local agencies and universities on research projects

 Increase marketing of POST products/expertise outside California
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5. Improve accessibility to POST services

 Consider what technologies offer the greatest potential benefit to agencies, given 
time, cost, and other constraints, as well as how constraints can be minimized

 Establish regional training centers for classroom training as a way to minimize 
travel and training costs

 Develop mechanisms enabling skilled officers to waive (“test out”) training in areas 
in which they are already proficient

 Promote POST as a law enforcement knowledge center

6. Invest in resource development to maintain pace with technological advancements 
and emergent research

 Re-invest in technology through aggressive research and development

 Hire technology-savvy, forward-thinking staff to fill vacancies that arise

 Expand resources to meet the increasing demand for distance learning via the 
Learning Portal 

 Leverage knowledge capital by the continued development of law enforcement 
research and information services 
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The Economy Today, POST faces substantial financial challenges as the world slowly recovers 
from the worst economic downturn since POST’s inception over 50 years ago (see 
Addendum —“POST’s Evolution” p. 20 for a list of accomplishments amid previous 
decades’ budgetary ebbs and flows). California faces billions of dollars in shortfalls, and 
the federal government is reporting deficits in the trillions of dollars. This translates to 
reduced government funding for public safety services to cities and counties. Hiring 
freezes have been imposed and unemployment remains high in California and the 
nation. As cities approach bankruptcy, law enforcement agencies throughout California 
are cutting back and consolidating. Police agencies are faced with mandatory budget 
reductions for both equipment and programs.. These organizations are flattening, and 
tasks are being analyzed to determine whether they can be accomplished by civilian 
employees rather than sworn officers.

Other effects of the downturn in the economy include:

 The merging of police with other public safety services to optimize tax dollars

 A decline in the number of officers, resulting in a reduction in police services 

 A reduction in training budgets 

 Demand from police chiefs and sheriffs for training options that minimize travel 
and reduce the amount of time an officer is away from the station

 Private security starting to fill the perceived reduction in service

 Requests from agencies to use Level II and III reserves in active policing roles 

 Consolidation of state offices due to reduction in government funding, which 
pushes responsibilities to the local level 

 Shifting of prisoners from the state to the local level, as well as an increased 
number of early releases, returning them to the community

Law enforcement agencies need more assistance from POST than ever before. 

Technology Despite the economic downturn, POST and its stakeholders continue to value and 
support the expansion of technology for delivery of testing and training. Moreover, 
generations of law enforcement practitioners coming up in the field expect to use a wide 
range of mobile and simulation technologies.

In the current economic climate, POST and its stakeholders are especially interested 
in technologies that will reduce costs and maximize the efficient delivery of services. 
However, implementing these technologies can be costly. Some costs have been reduced 
by automating delivery of training and publishing materials over the Internet. Remote 
training can also reduce travel costs and facility rental; although, meeting face-to-face has 
its benefits. 

The forecast looks at the two highest priority trends—technology availability and 
diminishing government funding—and considers what opportunities, threats, allies, and 
competitors may exist. Ultimately, this forecast should inform POST strategy. 

Current Conditions
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OpportunitiesTechnology

 Enhanced training delivery to the field

 Enhanced internal support and delivery of POST mission 

 Broad acceptance and reliance on technology

 National recognition for POST

 Reinvestment into research and development to stay on the cutting edge

 Growing acceptance/demand for Learning Portal training and performance support 
tools 

 Development of advanced designs of training/performance support

 Better technical support to clients and POST employees 

 Acknowledgement, development of, and reward for high levels of technical skills 
among POST employees

 Development of software to facilitate:

 Rapid information analysis and dissemination 

 Visual depictions of complex data and relationships

 Increased sales of POST Web-based Training (WBT) and other products outside the 
state

 Partnering with private industry, military, research universities, and other state and 
local agencies to meet the POST mission

 Creation of a joint powers training venture with federal agency law enforcement 
training centers, e.g., FBI and Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC).

Threats
 Lack of funding to support technology goals

 Obsolete technology at POST results in agencies turning to outside vendors

 Internal and external technology naysayers

 State bureaucratic purchasing policies obstruct new technology-based endeavors

 Occurrence of a major POST test security breach, or a breach in EDI

 Occurrence of a major external security breach with a nexus to POST data, 
undermining confidence in the integrity of POST data systems

Forecast

http://www.fletc.gov/
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 POST data systems not integrated 

 Contributes to a lack of standards compliance

 Makes it difficult or impossible for consultants to do their work

 Low state pay cannot compete with private sector salaries, inhibiting recruitment 
and retention of high-level employees

 Instructor pushback to online training

 Clients may not be supportive of new training technology, preferring traditional 
approaches 

 Infringement of technology on civil liberties

Allies
 POST staff 

 Law enforcement agencies

 Law enforcement staff (e.g., officers, dispatchers, and trainees)

 Regional training centers

 Professional associations: CSSA, CPCA, CPOA, etc.

 Colleges/universities

 Private sector tech firms (as vendors to POST)

 Other states’ POST agencies

 State government (e.g., Governor’s “green” efforts)

 Vendors used by POST to create software and programs for training 

 Practitioner-proponents of evidence-based and predictive policing strategies

 Citizenry

 Software/gaming/simulator creators

 Federal agencies

 Academies

 Presenters

 Media (potentially)

Competitors
 Private sector tech firms 

 Private sector training providers

 Non-tech-dependent functions of POST

 Internal competition for available funds

 State technical bureaucracy (move toward centralizing technology in state)

 Private security

 Other states (e.g., Florida) moving ahead of POST in technology applications

 Private “for-profit” businesses seeking to deliver non-classroom training platforms 
and compliance tools
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Diminished Government 
funding

Opportunities
 Show return on investment (ROI) for technology

 Show ROI for process improvements, which have come from refocusing staff and 
resources to critical success factors

 Maximize POST training resources via 24/7 access to the Learning Portal

 Marketing efforts make way for gains from sale of POST products outside California, 
and national recognition for POST

 Increased focus on securing grant funding in areas of POST priorities

 Reinforcement of POST’s mission due to the need for greater efficiencies

 Agencies find no-cost solutions for training requirements

 Increased number of elderly available to serve as volunteers  

 Partnering with the military, private industry, and other states

Threats
 Extended economic downturn

 Reduction of POST funds 

 Diminished or eliminated penalty assessment funds

 Special Fund status could be eliminated 

 Reimbursements to local government restricted or eliminated

 Consolidation of POST with another state agency

 Pressures to lessen or eliminate POST regulations

 Reduced POST staffing due to retirements and inability to fill vacancies due to 
hiring freezes and recruiting challenges

 Loss of ability to require compliance with regulations

 Reduced number of POST participating agencies

 Citizens, feeling financial pressure, may be against extra funding and technology 
for law enforcement

 Rising energy/natural resources costs 

 Technology improvements result in a reduction in fines (e.g., safer vehicles, anti-
collision devices, and installation of breathalyzers)

 Increased use of privately funded law enforcement

Allies
 Largely same as with “Technology” above, but for different purposes and 

contributions

 Pro-law enforcement legislators in the capitol

 Cities, counties, and special districts that receive reimbursements from POST
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Competitors
 Other state and local entities

 National standards groups like the Commission on Accreditation for Law 
Enforcement Agencies, Inc. (CALEA)

 Negative public sentiment affecting legislators to stem the flow of funding to POST 

 Health care funding for the increasingly aging population

 Other programs that benefit from the State Penalty Fund

http://www.calea.org/
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The following is one example of what POST could resemble over the course of the 
decade ending in 2020. The purpose in constructing a “preferred future” scenario is to 
encourage the organization to take a break from its focus on present day responsibilities 
and to envision a future it would most prefer be realized. The scenario is grounded in 
the opportunities, threats, allies, and competitors associated with the primary drivers 
of technology and diminished government funding. Erring on the side of being overly 
ambitious is preferable since the vision can be scaled back in the planning phase. The 
value of identifying a preferred future is to not merely identify a future condition that we 
sincerely hope will materialize; the greater value lies in identifying a future we believe is 
ideal, and then figuring a way to make that vision a reality. 1

POST Organization 
2020

Through organizational changes and the use of cutting-edge technology, POST remains a 
knowledge leader in law enforcement training and standards. 

POST has ensured technological proficiency among its existing staff and carefully selected 
its new hires to ensure their expertise in technology and knowledge management. 
Mission-critical functions are clearly communicated throughout the agency. Staff is 
able to work flexibly across bureaus, using current technological tools to achieve goals 
creatively. A robust internship program ensures an in-flow of current skills. 

POST’s new functions include marketing, technology transfer, and a legislative unit. These 
programs promote POST’s mission in several ways:

 Marketing POST’s services for a fee outside of California has proven to be a viable 
means for offsetting diminished funding.

 Appropriately situated agencies have become test sites for new technologies.

 Partnerships with universities, the military, and the private sector have enabled 
robust applications of technology.

 A designated legislative unit allows POST to promote the changing needs of law 
enforcement.

Technology advances in the areas of communications, the Internet, data management, 
and applications play out for POST in several ways:

 Web-Based Training (WBT) has become the norm and is an integral component of 
law enforcement training. Classes on criminal investigation, leadership, dispatch, 
and special operations have been packaged and marketed outside California.

 Distance learning platforms have been adopted by many community colleges and 
academies.

 Compliance checks can now be done remotely, limiting the need for travel by law 
enforcement consultants.

Preferred Future
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 Communication with the field has improved greatly with the use of visual 
teleconferencing and other communication technologies.

 Simulator training has increased and employs virtual reality, biometric feedback, 
and other new technologies.

While the cost for developing these technologies would normally be out of reach for 
POST, partnerships with universities, private industry, and the military make them 
possible. 

Results

Focused marketing efforts offer constituents a better understanding of POST’s mission 
and services. Partnerships and other outreach activities allow POST to provide high-
quality products and services (despite staffing and budgetary limitations). This impresses 
law enforcement agencies, thus reducing competitive threats from private vendors. Out-
of-state sales of POST products generate revenues that supplement the budget for online 
training programs, enabling production to keep pace with demand. POST’s legislative unit 
promotes regulations and other mandates to support POST’s vision of high-quality, low-
cost, technology-rich training and testing. 

POST has proactively addressed the state’s changing demographics, i.e., both the 
increasing diversity and the “graying” of the population. It has stimulated concentrated 
training in cultural competency and provided best practices guidance for recruiting a 
diverse work force. At the same time, the POST-sponsored, school-based “career pipeline” 
program has grown markedly since its inception in 2012. A suite of training programs on 
elder abuse has been well received both within and outside California.

The encouragement for agencies to partner with the private sector to combat the 
exponential increase in cybercrime has taken hold firmly. Moreover, this has led to some 
of the best and brightest teams of peace officers and private sector partners becoming 
Management Fellows, designing state-of-the art training for the field.

Our Environment Is Challenging

The decade of 2011-2020 is one of unprecedented volatility in the California economy and 
government. Budget constraints have forced reductions in staffing, consolidation, and 
regionalization of police services. Funding reductions have resulted in decreased public 
services. 

At the same time, emerging technology provides bountiful hope. Not only does it afford 
POST and students efficiency in training delivery, it also serves as a force multiplier to 
agencies by providing operational help (e.g., crime identification, investigation, and 
prevention) in fulfilling responsibilities to the public. The challenges of the upcoming 
decade are to identify, among the myriad technological advances, those that are most 
effective and to then develop and deliver the training to institutionalize the desired 
practices.
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These are unpredictable intervening variables that could disrupt POST’s ability to fulfill its 
mission.

Wild Card Mitigation Ideas

Loss or shifting of earmarked funding  Identify critical success factors and identify 
necessary funding to support those factors

 Align political forces to fight such a plan

 Conduct a study to determine ROI for POST 
dollars spent to support local agencies 
through training and other support

 Develop reduction budgets given cuts of 
20-50 percent

Foreign or domestic terrorism in California, 
such as bombings or cyber terrorism, that 

cripples the internet or state databases

 Ensure that POST data has redundant 
backup systems, including one off-site

 Develop security measures to protect POST 
databases

 Develop a report for dissemination of 
protective measures local agencies should 
consider

POST merged with another state agency  Evaluate the pros and cons of such a merger

 Align political forces consistent with a 
preferred approach

The U.S. dollar deteriorates as an international 
currency

 Secure products and services needed to 
sustain POST’s mission

 Identify minimal operational protocols

Recommendations The following are recommendations to help POST move toward a preferred future:

Identify Critical Success Factors 

Critical success factors are those activities that an organization must be especially good 
at for it to be successful. Often, an organization takes on performing tasks or providing 
services that are not necessarily tied to its core mission, diluting the organization’s impact 
where it matters most. The organization’s structure, people, processes, and rewards must 
be aligned with its mission. Failing to do so undermines achieving optimal organizational 
success. This process could ultimately result in POST stopping some activities and 
reassigning those resources to more critical tasks. Additionally, there could be a re-
prioritization or reduction in mandates due to reinterpreting Penal Code mandates/POST 

Possible Disruptive Variables
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Administrative Manual regulations. In order to achieve some goals, POST may need to 
take a longer planning view and break down projects into meaningful component parts 
where they can be phased in over multiple years. Regardless, the environment is one 
where creative thinking is imperative.

Recommended actions for attaining maximum performance begin with the critical 
factor of leadership. Leaders with foresight and influence must help others let go of old 
attitudes, values, and behaviors tightly held. Creative thinking about preferred futures 
and their potential impacts must be encouraged. 2 Strong, two-way communication, 
both within and outside the organization, allows knowledge to flow to the right people 
at the right time so that assets can be appropriately applied to create more value for the 
organization. Implementation of formalized quality control for training programs would 
enable ongoing assessment of responsiveness of content to training needs, efficiency 
of course delivery, and quality of instruction. Technology should be leveraged to ensure 
secure, continuously updated standardized tests and ongoing criterion-related research.  

Foster Collaboration

Collaboration will become increasingly vital in meeting POST’s mandate in a changing 
world. It is especially important to partner closely with allies and stakeholders who 
will support legislation conducive to POST’s mission. Other fruitful partnerships can be 
made with private industry, the military, academia, and federal, state, and local agencies. 
Examples of collaboration include finding and employing new technology to expand 
Web-based training and other services, leveraging influence to gain support, and helping 
local agencies improve processes and training while meeting budgetary and community 
expectations. The synergy created by working closely with allies will in turn enable POST 
to collaborate actively with stakeholders to prioritize and deliver resources and services 
needed in the field.

Improve Efficiencies

While the need for POST leadership in training and standards for law enforcement is more 
crucial than ever, the way POST does its work (and the way the population served does 
its work) is changing rapidly. POST internal business processes need to be reviewed and 
updated for maximum efficiency. Paper processes can be automated and internal data 
can be consolidated and integrated for easy access.  An important aspect of this process 
is prioritizing the adoption of new technologies that will have the greatest impact on 
improving efficiencies in delivery of training and standards. After thoroughly vetting 
technology-supported training delivery systems, POST can actively promote these systems 
to the field. Human resource options such as expanded use of interns, management fellows, 
volunteers, or other forms of cost-effective staff assistance should be explored. 

The most elaborate knowledge-sharing procedures will not be useful if the knowledge 
shared does not enable the potential users to gain value through its timely receipt and 
application. Processes must be implemented to ensure the availability and distribution 
of knowledge assets in the most efficient manner. At the same time, a method should be 
developed to obtain feedback from the field on a regular basis.

Seek Alternate Funding Sources

Funds must be secured to ensure that POST can develop and maintain cutting-edge 
training and testing technology. Traditional funding sources are at risk. Federal funding 
could be sought to “jump start” and maintain some of the new technologies; intensive 
grant-writing activities could generate funds. Partnerships with vendors could be sought 
to develop and test promising technologies. Outreach to other state, federal, and local 
agencies, as well as universities, may yield opportunities to participate in funded research 
and development that would be mutually beneficial. 
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POST should create a dedicated function to focus on the generation of alternate revenue 
streams and to promote POST products and services. Thus, technology development can 
be supported even when funds are scarce.

Improve Accessibility to POST Services

Constraints on local agency resources, such as reduced budgets and staffing, make it 
imperative to maximize access to training while minimizing related costs. Establishment 
of regional training centers could reduce travel and training costs for many agencies. 
POST should clearly define technology “best practices” for training delivery and standards 
and selection. A mechanism could be developed for “testing out” of training, thus 
allowing skilled officers to waive training in areas in which they are already proficient. In 
addition, POST should promote its status as a law enforcement knowledge center. 

Invest in Resource Development

POST should re-invest in technology through aggressive research and development 
efforts. There is increasing demand for training via the Learning Portal and for other 
technology-based training.

New skill sets are needed in order to perform the tasks of the new POST organization. 
This means hiring technology-savvy, forward-thinking staff to fill vacancies that arise, 
and investing in training for existing staff. In addition, POST possesses a large knowledge 
capital in the form of professional staff. POST can leverage this capital by the continued 
development of law enforcement research and information services (e.g., research 
reports, white papers, and research services). 

1 Joseph A. Schafer, Michael E. Buerger, Richard W. Myers, Carl J. Jensen, III, and Bernard H. 
Levin, The Future of Policing: A Practical Guide for Police Managers and Leaders  
(Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2012), 3.

2 John R. Hoyle, Leadership and Futuring: Making Visions Happen  
(Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 2007), 12-13.
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Methodology Initially, the FVT studied the futures planning process using these resources:

 Thinking about the Future (Washington: Social Technologies, 2006) by Andy Hines 
and Dr. Peter Bishop 

 The Scenario Planning Handbook (Mason: Thompson/South-Western, 2006) by Bill 
Ralston and Ian Wilson

 Articles such as Richard Slaughter’s Futures Concepts (Futures, April 1993) and Andy 
Hines’ Strategic Foresight: The State of the Art (The Futurist, September-October 
2006).

Representatives of the FVT also attended an off-site meeting that included a presentation 
by futurist Dr. Peter Bishop. 

The responses from a POST employee survey were analyzed, and POST’s operational 
environment was mapped (see Addendum “Mapping the POST System” p. 18 ). 

Next came a survey of the literature, review of Command College papers, and interviews 
of stakeholders. See Addendum “Information Sources” p. 22 for a comprehensive listing of 
sources scanned.

A database was developed to organize and analyze information found during the 
scanning process. The FVT has met monthly from November 2009 to sort and distill 
information into relevant, plausible future scenarios. 

Four Command College classes developed group projects and presentations around what 
POST might look like in 2020. Their input was informative and confirmed what the FVT 
was finding in its own scanning process: the trends appearing most impactful are:

 1. Rapidly expanding employment of technology, and

 2. Diminishing government resources

Addenda
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Mapping the POST 
System

In any strategic foresight effort, it is important to understand how the 
organization operates, the driving forces influencing the organization, and the 
key stakeholders. By identifying the relationships between these elements, the 
organization can ensure that no external factor is overlooked. 

The system map is a visual tool used to represent the organization and those 
elements influencing its functions, as well as those elements impacted by or 
benefitting from its outputs. Further, the system map helps one identify the 
relationships, stakeholders, driving forces, inputs, and outputs. 

This brief description of the POST System Map is broken down into three 
categories: Inputs, Throughputs, and Outputs.

 Inputs

Several groups/factors provide input to the organization and influence the way 
POST functions. These influences are directed toward POST Leadership, who 
must evaluate the inputs, make decisions, and then direct the internal functions 
of the organization. They include:

 Legislation – may identify new training mandates or services to be provided

 Budget – sets the fiscal parameters for internal operations and reimbursement 
policies 

Major POST
Functions

How we 
perform work

POST Leadership

Set Priorities

Academies

Future Vision
Team Contractors

Control
Agencies

E.G., DPA & DGS

Legislation

Budget

Commission

Chief/Sheri�

Crises/Issues

Training
Presenters

Public
• Local Gov’t
• Advocacy Groups
• Media

Law 
Enforcement 
Community

SMEs
• Basic Course Consortium
• LE Associations
• Students
• Training Managers
• Training Presenters

Feedback

POST Outputs
• Compliance
• Reimbursements
• Regulations
• Services
• Studies
• Training

Inputs Throughputs Outputs
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 Commission – sets the direction for POST leadership 

 Chiefs/Sheriffs – identify issues affecting local law enforcement 

 Crisis/Issues – impact law enforcement training (e.g., terrorism) or selection 
standards

 Future Vision Team – findings may influence planning and operational decisions

 Throughputs 

Throughputs relate to how work gets done. Several groups have a more direct influence 
on POST functions. They include:

 Control Agencies — examples include the state Department of Personnel 
Administration (staffing) and the Department of General Services (contracts), 
among others

 Subject Matter Experts — provide expertise and advocacy; used primarily in 
curriculum development, e.g., Basic Course Consortium, Training Managers, etc.

 Training Presenters — submit curriculum for POST certification in response to 
identified training needs

 Students – provide feedback on the effectiveness of POST-certified training 

 Law Enforcement Associations — contribute the perspective of their membership

 Contractors – provide specialized consulting services, research and analysis, etc. 
(does not include training presenter contracts)

 Outputs

POST provides many products/services (e.g., reimbursement, regulations, training courses, 
studies, etc.). Those impacted by these outputs include:

 Academies — receive POST-approved curricula, workbooks, etc.

 Training Presenters — comply with POST regulations in the presentation of POST-
certified courses 

 Law Enforcement Community — includes agency executives, training managers, 
students, academies, etc.; receives the majority of POST outputs

 Public – benefits from well-trained law enforcement personnel

 Local Government — receives reimbursement monies

 Advocacy Groups — benefits include wider understanding of constituent 
needs/issues by the law enforcement community

 Media — receives information on law enforcement training and selection 
standards

Due to the circular nature of the process, groups directly affected by POST outputs may 
also influence POST Leadership. This influence can occur directly, or may work through 
one or more conduits (e.g., legislation, Commission, Chiefs/Sheriffs, crises/issues).  
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POST's Evolution Inception

The California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training was formed in 1959 
through the lobbying efforts of several organizations (including CPOA, PORAC, CPCA, and 
CSSA). It was the first state organization of its kind in the U.S. and remains a leader in the 
area of law enforcement standards and training. In the years since its inception, despite 
inevitable budgetary ebbs and flows, POST has sought to provide the most advanced, 
relevant training for the California law enforcement community. What began in 1959 
as a Commission with four staff members serving one agency expanded to become a 
Commission with 125 staff members serving over 600 agencies. 

1960s–1970s: Establishing the Programs

POST, in collaboration with its constituents, established initial selection standards 
and minimum training requirements (the 160-hour Basic Course). Soon background 
investigation was required prior to the hiring of peace officers. Reimbursements for 
training were instigated by Director Gene Muehleisen. The Basic Certificate Program and 
mandatory Supervisory Course were formed, and Basic Course hours were gradually 
increased. POST adopted a code of ethics and incorporated it into the oath of office 
required of all peace officers. With basic standards established, POST then created 
promotional and specialty training programs and a Continuing Professional Training (CPT) 
requirement.

1980s–1990s

POST’s influence grew to include the certification of reserve police officers, school 
district officers, transit police, public safety dispatchers, and investigators. Some training 
milestones include:

 1986 — First class of Command College graduated

 1988 — Sherman Block Supervisory Leadership Institute established

 1990 — 80-hour Basic Death Investigation course established for coroners 

 1990 — Developmentally Disabled/Mentally Ill course required

 1990 — Public Safety Dispatcher Program established

 1994 — Robert Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation established

 1999 — Patrol Field Training required as part of the Basic Training Program 

At the same time, POST continued in its role as a “thought” leader in the area of peace 
officer standards and training:

 1991 — POST publishes “A Vision of Excellence” which expands the role of law 
enforcement professionalism

 1992 — Cultural Awareness Guidelines published and required as training

 1997 — POST publishes the Medical Screening Manual, making California the first 
state to provide this guidance for law enforcement
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Technology Becomes an Important Tool: 
New Methods of Training Delivery

POST began to explore opportunities for disseminating training and testing through 
technology. 

Notable examples of POST’s use of technology in the area of standards include:

 1981 — Standardized scanning and scoring for entry-level and academy tests 

 2001 — Secure delivery of academy tests through the Internet 

 2005 — Secure scoring of academy tests through the Internet 

 2010 — Online proctor training through the POST Learning Portal 

Technology applications are applied to more areas of training: 

 1988 — Piloting of Force Options Simulators 

 1989 — California POST Training Network (CPTN) implements satellite broadcasts

 Early 1990s — Learning Technology Resources Center (now a bureau) established

 1992 — Development of computer-based training

 1993 — Law Enforcement Driving Simulator program piloted

 1995 — Delivery of Multimedia Training via CD-ROM 

 2003 — Conversion of CPTN courses to DVD 

 2005 — POST Learning Portal launched, providing 24/7 access to training via the 
Internet 

 2006 — Basic Course website deployed, providing continually updated content 
and curriculum for academy staff and cadets 

Technology improves POST’s internal operations and service to the field: 

 1995 — Internet e-mail to aid consultants in the field

 1996 — POST website established

 2000 — Automation of Notices of Appointment and Termination 

 2006 — Course Certification through POST’s Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
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Information Sources

Title Author Source Date

Air Support: Providing Service through Technology and Regionalization Carl Povilaitis Command College July 2009

Are You Ready to Be Green: The Impact if Local Law Enforcement were to Enforce  
Environmental Crimes David M. Augustus Command College July 2008

Can Technology and Innovative Approaches Help Deter Impaired Driving? Gary Fief Command College September 2009

Civilianization: Taking it Two Steps Further Tammy Franks Command College September 2009

Crystal Balls, Phrenology, and Predictive Analysis — One of Them  
Actually Works! Eric R. Mills Command College September 2008

Drug Decriminalization in Mexico Cary R. Wedge Command College August 2007

Field Training for the 21st Century Workforce, Models for Today and Tomorrow Peter Enea Command College May 2010

Global Policing: Interpol with Teeth Eve R. Irvine Command College June 2008

International Education Awaits California’s Future Police Officers? Loretta M. MacPhail Command College May 2009

Leadership from the Outside: Civilianizing Command Structure in Modern  
Law Enforcement Lyle Martin Command College May 2009

May I See Your Green Card Please? The Recruitment of Permanent Resident Aliens as Peace 
Officers in California Patrick M. Buchanan Command College May 2009

Opportunity Knocks, Shaping California Policing George Peck Command College May 2010

Policing Virtual Words: The World of Law Enforcement Is About to Change J.J. Puglisi Command College May 2009

Public Safety’s Best Future Weapon May Be Virtually Unseen Patrick A. Shortall Command College May 2009

Standing at the Virtual Office Door, Law Enforcement Can Enter the New Age of the  
Global Workplace John Standish Command College February 2008

Terrorism Redefined? John Dewar Command College September 2009

The Challenge of Ethics in Law Enforcement Chuck Wilmont Command College May 2010

The Future of Dispatching: Artificial Intelligence Voice Recognition Computers Steve Knight Command College September 2008

The Future of Law Enforcement Data Sharing: Cooperative Technology Bernie Cunha Command College May 2009

The Loss of Public Trust in Law Enforcement Steven L. Frazier Command College May 2007

The Threat of Terrorism to U.S. Schools…Fact or Fiction? Michael D. Baray Command College September 2007

Videoconference Police Reporting: Reducing Personnel Costs and Still Providing Personal Service James Hunt Command College March 2010

Virtually Incredible: How Police Can Learn by Training in a Virtual World Joe Gorton Command College March 2010

What Part of YouTube Don’t You Understand? Seizing Opportunities in the Age of Social 
Networking and Video Sharing David Smith Command College May 2010
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Title Author Source Date

CAAJE Interview, Ron Fields, Victor Valley College Elizabeth Wisnia Interview July 14, 2010

California Police Chiefs Association Interview, Pleasant Hill Police Chief  
Pete Dunbar R.C. Smith Interview June 30, 2010

California State Sheriffs Association Interview, San Benito County Sheriff Curtis Hill R.C. Smith Interview July 23, 2010

CAPTO Interview, Rosanna McKinney Jan Myyra Interview July 13, 2010

CHP Interview with Various CHP Personnel Don Shingara Interview August 10, 2010

Criminalists Interview, Adam Dutra, President, CA Association of Criminalists Mike Hooper Interview June 22, 2010

DA Investigators Association Interview, Mike Donovan, Chief Investigator,  
San Bernardino County DA Kathy Hobson Interview July 14, 2010

Defense Lawyer Interview, Chris Wing Mike Hooper Interview August 4, 2010

Dispatch Advisory Council Don Shingara Interview October 19, 2011

Dispatcher Interview, Kurt Anderson, President Cal EDA Mike Hooper Interview June 29, 2010

PORAC Interview with Brent Meyer, Sacramento PD (referred by Ron Cottingham) Mike Hooper Interview August 10, 2010

WPOA Interview, DA Investigator Alicia Jaramillo Elizabeth Wisnia/ 
Jan Myyra Interview July 2, 2010

A Tale of Two Mergers Sara Schreiber Law Enforcement 
Technology December 2009

A Tech Fix for Illegal Government Snooping Dina Temple-Raston NPR: Fresh Air July 13, 2009

Army-Sponsored Institute Develops Virtual Reality Counterinsurgency Training Games Matthew Harwood
Security Management, 

ASIS International  
Web Site

June 21, 2010

Assessing the Threat of Cyberterrorism Interview with James 
Lewis NPR: Fresh Air February 10, 

2010

At Amazon, eBook Sales Outpace Hardbacks Wendy Kaufman NPR: Morning Edition July 20, 2010

Author Explores the Evolution of Facebook David kirkpatrick NPR: Morning Edition June 10, 2010

“Big Brother” versus “Little Brother:” Two Possible Media Futures Cory Ondrejka The Futurist March-April 2010

Brain Research Brings Wonders and Worries Judith Horstman The Sacramento Bee April 25, 2010

California Budget Held Captive by State Prisons Justin Sullivan NPR: Morning Edition July 15, 2009

California Candidates Chant Fiscal Restraint Mantra Michele Norris/ 
Robert Siegel

NPR: All Things 
Considered April 1, 2010

California Considers Electronic License Plates NPR Morning Edition June 22, 2010

California Poll: Meg Whitman Has Huge Lead in GOP Race, Up 3 Over Jerry Brown Ken Rudin NPR: Political Junkie March 17, 2010

Capitol Hill Lawmakers Embrace Social Media Steve Inskeep NPR: Morning Edition June 22, 2010

Collection of DNA Upon Arrest: Expanding Investigative Frontiers Ken Wallentine Police Chief January 2010
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Title Author Source Date

College Education and Policing Louis Mayo Police Chief August 2006

Community Policing and CompStat: Merged, or Mutually Exclusive Ken Peak Police Chief December 2009

Countries Try to Tame the Wild Territory of the Net Tom Gjelten NPR: Morning Edition April 8, 2010

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design: CPTED 40 Years Later Captain Ed Book Police Chief January 2010

Cyberwarrior Shortage Threatens U.S. Security Tom Gjelten NPR: Morning Edition July 19, 2010

Dawn of the Social Cyborg Joe Campbell/ 
Willian Finegan Training September 2011 

Despite Strong 2009 Market, Stress on Muni Issuers Lingers Vanguard Mutual Funds 
Newsletter In the Vanguard Spring 2010

Driving from Italy to China…with No Driver Associated Press npr.org July 20, 2010

Fighting Cybercrime Interview with 
Barett Lyon NPR: Fresh Air January 26, 2010

Following a 50 Year Low, Law Enforcement Fatalities Surge 43 Percent during the First  
Half of 2010 Kevin Morison

National Law 
Enforcement Officers 

Memorial Fund
July 21, 2010

Future Trends Joseph A. Schafer, et al.

The Future of 
Policing: A Practical 

Guide for Police 
Managers and 

Leaders

2011

Futures Orientation in Police Decision-Making Practices Michael Buerger/ 
John Jarvis

FBI Law Enforcement 
Bulletin April 2010

Generating New Revenue Streams Paul LaCommare The Police Chief June 2010

Great Public Schools for Every Student by 2020
Compiled by the 

National Education 
Association

National Education 
Association website July 2008

Hamlet’s Blackberry: To Surf or Not to Surf William Powers/ 
NPR Staff NPR: Morning Edition July 20, 2010

Hazswat Changed? Combining Hazmat and SWAT Training for Tactical Operations Michelle Perin Law Enforcement 
Technology May 1, 2009

Head Count Andrea Ford Time Magazine October 31, 2011

Homicide Blog Shows Who Victims Really Are NPR Staff NPR: All Things 
Considered May 15, 2010

How to Get TV Through the Internet Wayne Drash CNN June 21, 2010

Intelligence-Led Policing: The Future Is Now Marc Fields The Police Chief December 2011

Internet Scanning and Use of Social Media for In-Progress Crime Elle de Jonge/ 
Roy Mente The Police Chief April 2011

Introducing UltraViolet: Buy Your Digital Movie Once, Play It Anywhere Neda Ulaby NPR: Morning Edition July 20, 2010

Jerry Brown Makes It Official in California (Again) Ken Rudin NPR: Political Junkie March 2, 2010

L.A. County Jails Releasing Some Inmates Early Mandalit Del Barco NPR: All Things 
Considered March 24, 2010
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Title Author Source Date

Latest Wirless Surveillance Technology Ksenia Coffman Law and Order 2009

Looking Ahead at Social Learning: 10 Predictions Jeanne Meister/ 
Karie Willyerd

ASTD Website, based 
upon their book: The 
2020 Workplace: How 
Innovative Companies 
Attract, Develop, and 

Keep Tomorrow’s 
Employees Today

July 2010

Mandatory Retirement in the Police Services: The Case of the London MPS
Matt Flynn, Middlesex 

University Business 
School, London

Policing: An 
International 

Journal of Police 
Strategies & 

Management

January 2010

Mapping the Global Future Robert Hutchings National Intelligence 
Council, NIC 2004-13 December 2004

Military Taps Social Networking Skills Christopher Drew New York Times June 7, 2010

Moving Toward the Future of Policing Gregory F. Treverton, 
et al. Rand Corp. 2011

Nab ‘em with NIBIN Ballistics Imaging Technology Tom Cramer Police Chief December 2009

Pensions Stagger Cities/Counties Phillip Reese Sacramento Bee April 11, 2010

Police Practice: The Community Immersion Program Building Relationships Jeff Adickes FBI Law Enforcement 
Bulletin Feb 2009

Police-Caused Homicides in the USA as a Function of Community Characteristics: Revisiting a Set 
of Relationships from a Previous Generation

Vance McLauglin/ 
Wade Mackey

Criminal Justice 
Studies March 2009

Predictive Policing: The Future of Law Enforcement Beth Pearsall NIJ Journal, No. 266 May 2010

Ready, Set, Grow Joel Kotkin

Smithsonian - Special 
Issue “40 Things You 

Need To Know About The 
Next 40 Year”s

July-August 2010

Recruiting and Retaining America’s Finest Jeremy Wilson, et al. Rand Corp. 2010

Remaking Education for a New Century Patrick Tucker Journal 2009

“Resumed” Innocent Nathan Thornburgh Time Magazine May 31, 2010

Scanning the Future of Law Enforcement: A Trend Analysis Eric Meade The Futurist July-August 2010

Sex, Drugs, & Regulation   Planet Money Podcast/
NPR June 11, 2010

Should All Seattle Cops Wear Video Cameras? Casey McNerthney SeattlePI.com News June 30, 2010

Some Eye Stategic Defaults as Home Values Tumble Paul Solman PBS News Hour April 20, 2010

Starbucks to Offer Unlimited Free Wi-Fi   Associated Press/
NPR June 14, 2010

Sustainability of Policing Various conference 
participants

World Future Society 
Annual Conference 

(2010)
July 8-10, 2010
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Title Author Source Date

Televised Interview with Head of the International Monetary Fund Lara Logan “60 Minutes” November 20, 
2011

The Age of the Interface Richard Yonck The Futurist May-June 2010

The Best/Worst Deadliest Roads Michelle Crouch Reader’s Digest April 2010

The Civilianization of Police Work Police Without 
Borders 2010

The Community Policing and CompStat Concepts: Merged, or Mutally Exclusive? Ken Peak/ 
Emmanuel P. Barthe Police Chief December 2009

The Genius of Small Things Michael Rosenwald

Smithsonian – Special 
Issue : “40 Things You 

Need To Know About The 
Next 40 Years”

July-August 2010

The IMPACT Principles: A Model of Interpersonal Communication for Law Enforcement Lt. Brian D. Fitch, PhD Police Chief December 2009

The Impact of the Economic Downturn on American Police Agencies COPS Office, DOJ DOJ October 2011

The Singularity’s Impact on Business Leaders: A Scenario Barton Kunstler The Futurist March-April 2010

Through-the-Wall Surveillance: A New Technology for Saving Lives Christopher A. Miles NIJ Journal, No. 258 October 2001

‘Too Big to Succeed’ May Be Our Biggest Problem Linton Weeks NPR June 15, 2010

Top Secret America – A Hidden World, Growing Beyond Control Dana Priest and William 
Arkin

The Washington 
Post July 19, 2010

TR10: Cloud Programming (A New Language Will Improve Online Communications) Erica Naone Technology Review/
MIT May-June 2010

TR10: Mobile 3D (Smart Phones Will Take 3D Mainstream) Annalee Newitz Technology Review/
MIT May-June 2010

TR10: Real Time Search (Social Networking is Changing the Way We Find Information) Nicholas Carr Technology Review/
MIT May-June 20110

TR10: Social TV (Relying on Relationships to Rebuild TV Audiences) William M. Bulkeley Technology Review/
MIT May-June 2010

What They Know Tom McGinty et al. Wall Street Journal August 3, 2010

When Policing Doesn’t Pay Rebecca Kanable Law Enforcement 
Technology September 2009
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